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How to Style Democracy Clothing’s On-Trend Jeans with Chic 
Spring Jackets 

 
Are you searching for a variety of jean silhouettes to fill your closet with figure-flatting fits for 
every season? Make Democracy Clothing your go-to casual denim lifestyle brand. In addition to 
their jeans, shorts, and pants, you can browse through their curated selection of jackets to 
ensure you look stylish on cooler evenings this spring and summer. It’s easy to style these 
jackets with Democracy Clothing’s “Ab”solution® jeans, whether you like slim straight jeans, 
jegging jeans, or any other style. A Democracy Clothing jacket is an easy way to make a 
statement with just a few simple tips to make styling them super straightforward. 
 

 
 
Try Traditional Slim Straight Jeans and a Bolero 
 
Slim straight jeans are a classic silhouette. Depending on the rise, they can help elongate the 
look of your legs and create an elegant outfit. Alternatively, they’re great for casual days when 
you have errands to run or you’re preparing for a gathering with friends. A bolero jacket with a 
hemline that falls near Democracy Clothing’s signature “no-gap” waistband will look put-
together without being overly formal. You can also choose a bolero in a summery color to 
brighten up your look. 
 
Wear Fun Frayed Jeans with a Bright Blazer 
 
Are you looking for a silhouette that looks casual and cool? Pick up a bright blazer and pair it 
with jeans with frayed hem details. Democracy Clothing offers some frayed hem styles with 
their exclusive “Ab”solution® fit technology. You can enjoy their figure-flattering jeans with a 

https://democracyclothing.com/collections/jeggings
https://democracyclothing.com/collections/slim-straight-jeans
https://democracyclothing.com/collections/frayed-raw-hem-jeans
https://democracyclothing.com/


fresh, fun aesthetic. A brightly colored blazer will help dress the look up enough to wear to a 
spring musical or a beachside happy hour with your coworkers while still keeping things playful 
enough for a coffee shop date. 
 
Style Jegging Jeans with a Utility Jacket 
 
Democracy Clothing’s jegging jeans mold and hold your shape and provide the brand’s must-
have “booty lift” effect. They’re an ideal fit for casual days when you’re staying at home, but 
you could also dress them up a bit if you want. You can create a fashionable outfit when you 
have plans that call for something in between casual and dressy with a utility-style jacket. This 
outerwear staple is an ideal option when you need an extra layer after the sun goes down at 
the backyard BBQ or for a night out on the town with your significant other. Your comfortable 
jegging jeans will balance out the utilitarian style perfectly. 
 
Styling your jeans can be as straightforward as pairing them with a plain white tee and classic 
sneakers. Or you could craft an outfit with an eye-catching jacket, shoes, and accessories like a 
belt. Democracy Clothing makes it easy to rock all your favorite looks confidently, thanks to 
curve-hugging features like tummy-smoothing panels, an inner elastic “no-gap” waistband, and 
a sweetheart-shaped yoke for a “booty lift” effect. With all these details covered, all you have 
to do is embrace the comfort and style. 
 
Check out Democracy Clothing’s complete collection when you visit 
https://democracyclothing.com/ 
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3w4pIN7  
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